MAKING THE BEST BETTER

EdgeSeries® Reels 30% TO 50% LONGER LIFE

IMPROVED AFTER-CUT APPEARANCE
The forward-swept design has an improved helix and blade angle, offering a very precise cut for the full width of the backknife-to-reel contact. Geometry changes also improve grass collection, so fewer clippings fall onto the green.

LESS MAINTENANCE
Better edge retention means there’s less grinding, less backlapping and less maintenance involved. Less maintenance means lower labor costs and lower cost of ownership.

LONGER LIFE
Each EdgeSeries Reel features tough real blade material that holds an edge longer. These cutting units can offer as much as 30 to 50 percent longer life than the previous design, which helps reduce replacement costs and simplifies maintenance.

TURF HEALTH
Without a properly sharpened reel and backknife, quality of cut will deteriorate. This can cause tip dieback, which not only turns the turf brown, but may also introduce disease. EdgeSeries replacement reels retain their edge longer for a crisp, clean cut.

BEST PRACTICES FOR MAINTAINING YOUR REEL

- Check bedknife-to-reel contact daily and adjust as appropriate to maintain light contact.
- Inspect edges to see if they are dull, nicked or bent.
- Do regular backlapping to maintain sharpness between grindings.
- Use relief grinding to reduce abrasive wear between reel blades and bedknife.
- For best results Toro recommends replacing reels at the same interval to maintain highest quality of cut.